Exercising Right to Remain Silent Lands Video Journalist in Jail Indefinitely
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EXERCISING RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT
LANDS VIDEO JOURNALIST IN JAIL
INDEFINITELY
KEENE, NH, April 30, 2009 -- Video journalists in Iran aren't the only ones at risk for
due process violations. That's what journalist Sam Dodson learned when he was
arrested April 13th at Keene District Court for videotaping in the lobby.
Dodson is being held indefinitely in unsanitary conditions on $10,000 cash bail and
without access to legal representation because he refuses to disclose his legal name to
authorities at Cheshire County Correctional Facility. Dodson is on a hunger strike.
"It is not supposed to work to where somebody in America is thrown in a jail cell and left
there to rot until they cooperate and give up their rights in order to get whatever rights
the government wants to hand out." Dodson said during a live interview on the radio
show Free Talk Live.
Grassroots support for Dodson made him the top choice of internet TV show "Freedom
Watch on Fox" viewers in a recent poll, ahead of celebrities such as entertainer Penn
Jillette and former New Mexico governor Gary Johnson.
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More than 40 friends attended a candlelight vigil for Dodson in Keene April 19th. Some
have also demonstrated in front of the jail where he is being held.
Letters from Dodson while he is in jail are being published at freekeene.com.

###
About Sam Dodson
Sam Dodson was living the American Dream in his native Texas when a series of
events transformed him from unhappy corporate lackey to activist, filmmaker and
entrepreneur. Sam's media company, Obscured Truth Network, educates viewers about
the inner workings of government. Sam's videos can be viewed at http://
www.youtube.com/ObscuredTruth. Sam is also a co-host of the syndicated talk radio
show Free Talk Live.
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